**ESSENTIAL**

**Item EXSPN371.** Buy these 4 items as a set for $74 including shipping, 15% off the retail price. With free shipping on anything else you order.

Jack Hitt

**Off the Road, A Modern-Day Walk Down the Pilgrim’s Route Into Spain**

2005, PAPER, 350 PAGES, $17.99

Popular NPR contributor Hitt unleashes his wit and wonder in this account of his trek, 500-miles across Spain to Santiago de Compostela. Naturally, he falls in with an odd assortment of fellow pilgrims, and adventures ensue. (Item SPN312)

William Melczer

**The Pilgrim’s Guide to Santiago de Compostela**

1993, PAPER, 350 PAGES, $25.00

This is the original guide used by 12th-century pilgrims along the sacred way, reprinted with an introduction by a professor of Medieval Studies, plus endnotes and a gazetteer. It’s an excellent, hugely informative presentation of this curiosity. (Item SPN42)

**Eyewitness Guides**

**Eyewitness Guide Northern Spain**

2015, PAPER, 268 PAGES, $25.00

A literate, visually rich guide to Northern Spain from Galicia across Asturias and the Basque Country to La Rioja to the Pyrenees. (Item SPN315)

**National Geographic Maps**

**Northern Spain Adventure Map**

2011, MAP, PAGES, $11.95

A nicely detailed map of the western (coastal) part of Northern Spain and the Way of St. James at a scale of 1:500,000. Extends as far east as San Sebastian. (Item SPN245)

---

**ALSO RECOMMENDED**

**Desmond Begg**

**A Traveller’s Wine Guide to Spain**

2012, PAPER, 228 PAGES, $22.00

A slim, very informative, lavishly illustrated guide to the wines and wine regions of Spain. (Item SPN101)

**Joseph Conroy**

**Basque-English Dictionary and Phrasebook**

1998, PAPER, 206 PAGES, $14.95

A shirt-pocket guide to the Basque language, useful for travelers to Northern Spain and Southwest France. (Item SPN128)

**David Gitlitz, Linda Kay Davidson**

**The Pilgrimage Road to Santiago, The Complete Cultural Handbook**

2000, PAPER, 440 PAGES, $25.99

A kilometer-by-kilometer guide to the route of St. James across northern Spain with copious information on the historical and artistic sites along the way. You probably won’t want it in your daypack, but in your suitcase it will be invaluable for previews of the following day and reflections on the preceding one. (Item SPN317)

**Dee Nolan**

**A Food Lover’s Pilgrimage Along the Camino to Santiago de Compostela**

2015, PAPER, 354 PAGES, $37.95

Dee Nolan follows the 1000-year-old Camino de Santiago to seek out ancient food traditions and talk to cooks and farmers, discovering the importance of knowing where food comes from and finding herself along the way. (Item SPN599)
Tim Moore
Travels with My Donkey
2006, PAPER, 328 PAGES, $16.99
In this wickedly comic account of grand adventures on the 500-mile pilgrimage to Santiago de Campostela with a French-speaking donkey, Moore salts his anecdotes of fellow travelers and grand adventures with an account of the history and culture of the medieval Way of St. James. (Item SPN242)

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Unai Elorriaga
Plants Don’t Drink Coffee
2009, PAPER, 200 PAGES, $16.00
Award-winning Basque author Unai Elorriaga sets us in the private world of a young Basque boy in this multi-perspective novel. In four different storylines which crisscross throughout the novel, his characters catch dragonflies, build rugby fields and enter carpentry competitions. With short, measured sentences, the book is a rewarding read for the effort it requires. (Item SPN557)

Peter R. Bush (Editor)
Spain, A Traveler’s Literary Companion
2003, PAPER, 242 PAGES, $14.95
A collection of 30 stories from a who’s who of contemporary Spanish literature, including writers from Galicia, Leon, the Basque Country, Madrid and Barcelona. (Item SPN173)